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Abstract
This study aims to understand and document the occurrence and variability of cloud

cover types in West Africa (WA). Investigations are carried out with a 10-year hourly

record of two cloud data products: CERES passive satellite observations and ERA5

reanalysis. The seasonal evolutions of high (HCC), middle (MCC), low (LCC) and

total (TCC) cloud cover are examined. Both products agree on the seasonal and

spatial occurrence of cloud cover, although CERES presents lower values of cloud

fraction than ERA5 which is partly attributed to the inability of the satellite sensor to

detect optically thin clouds in the atmosphere. Southern WA is found to be cloudier

than other parts of the region in all seasons with mean TCC fractions of 70 and 80%

for CERES and ERA5 respectively during the monsoon season. In all seasons, the

presence of LCC over large areas of the Sahel/Sahara region is noted in the CERES

product. This could be due to a possible misinterpretation of Saharan dust as low

clouds which may have thus, caused it to overestimate the occurrences and fractions

of LCC over this region. Northern WA is associated with higher frequencies of no

cloud occurrence events, unlike the south where cloudless skies are rarely observed.

Furthermore, in southern WA, overcast conditions of LCC are observed for a sig-

nificant number of times (up to 20% of the time during the rainy season in CERES

and 40% in ERA5). The climatology of cloud cover presented in this study could be

useful for the planning of solar energy projects.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Clouds have an important influence on various aspects of

the Earth's radiative balance. Their presence modulates the

incoming solar and outgoing long-wave radiation, surface

temperature, and the Earth's atmospheric general circulation.

Cloud–radiation interaction is also responsible for a large

degree of uncertainty in global climate models (GCMs)

(Soden and Held, 2005; Dolinar et al., 2014). A long-term

observation of clouds is, therefore, necessary to understand

the influence of clouds on the climate system. However,

in West Africa (WA) a long-term observation of clouds is
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lacking, making it difficult to study the influence of clouds

for many applications such as the ability to predict incoming

surface solar radiation.

Cloud cover and its temporal evolution predominantly

drive the variability of atmospheric reflectivity that deter-

mines the amount of solar radiation reaching the Earth's

surface. Indeed, in a study by Supit and van Kappel (1998),

information on cloudiness was used to estimate surface solar

radiation at locations where there were no radiation mea-

surements. Clouds when present, reflect, scatter and transmit

parts of incoming solar radiation. Kasten and Czeplak (1980)

found that the extent of reflection, scattering or transmission

by clouds depends on the type of cloud and its characteristics.

Knowledge of the types and variability of clouds is thus very

crucial to understand their effects on the different components

of the Earth's radiative budget.

In general, the WA region has a complex cloud cover

system which ranges from low layered clouds associated

with moisture flux coming from the Gulf of Guinea (van

der Linden et al., 2015), to deep mesoscale convective sys-

tems advected from east to west (Schumacher and Houze,

2006; Fink et al., 2010) and local convection associated with

the state of the continental surface (Sylla et al., 2011). The

interannual variability of these clouds has been found to be

relatively small (Bouniol et al., 2012) but some systems are

known to be associated with intraseasonal variation due to

the intermittency of the African Easterly Wave (Söhne et al.,
2008) or the variability of the Saharan Heat-low (Lavaysse

et al., 2010). In the rainy season (JJAS), cloud systems' occur-

rence in the region is greatly influenced by the West African

Monsoon (WAM) (Klein et al., 2015) with the more frequent

occurrence and patchier structures in the afternoon (Söhne

et al., 2008). In the southern part of WA, there is a fre-

quent occurrence of an extended cover of shallow low-level,

non-precipitating stratiform clouds which often persist into

the day, considerably reducing incoming surface solar radia-

tion (Knippertz et al., 2011).

Part of these different cloud systems mainly drive the

variability of atmospheric reflectivity but remains poorly

studied due to lack of a long-term consistent database

of cloud cover observations. In addition, large differences

exist between the different satellite, reanalysis and model

datasets that are used in place of ground observations to

study clouds in the region (Hill et al., 2016). The con-

tribution of cloud cover to the radiation budget is thus

not very well understood in several parts of the region. A

few regional field campaigns such as the African Monsoon

Multidisciplinary Analysis (AMMA: Redelsperger et al.,
2006) and Dynamics-Aerosol-Chemistry-Cloud Interactions

in West Africa (DACCIWA: Knippertz et al., 2015) have pro-

vided invaluable information on clouds in some parts of the

region. Otherwise, ground-based observations of clouds are

only available at the Atmospheric Radiation Measurement

(ARM) Mobile Facility (AMF) site in Niamey, Niger (Miller

and Slingo, 2007). Most studies dealing with the influence

of clouds on solar radiation in WA have therefore been lim-

ited to Niamey, in the Sahel region (e.g. Bouniol et al., 2012;

Bourgeois et al., 2018).

Bouniol et al. (2012) identified four cloud classes in

the Niamey region: low-level clouds (bases below 3 km),

mid-level clouds (bases between 3 and 7 km), cirrus clouds

(bases above 8 km) and deep convective systems. Mid-level

clouds and anvil clouds (which are associated with deep con-

vective systems) were found to have the largest impact on

incoming solar radiation with radiative effects up to 150 and

300 W/m2 respectively varying across months, whereas cir-

rus clouds were found to have a minimal impact on solar

radiation, reducing surface radiation up to about 50 W/m2.

Bourgeois et al. (2018), in a different study on the Niamey

region, found that the cloud short-wave radiation effect ranges

between −220 and −20 W/m2 depending on the month and

cloud properties. In some parts of southern WA, satellite

observations have been used to show a large amount of incom-

ing solar radiation is reflected back to space due to the

presence of different cloud types (Hill et al., 2018).

The space–time variability of most of these cloud types

and convection are not well understood and documented in

several areas of the WA region, thus leaving many open key

questions when dealing with the variability of atmospheric

reflectivity due to cloud cover. Within this context, the present

study aims to understand and document the climatology of

cloud cover in the WA region. While previous studies such as

Hill et al. (2016; 2018) focus on cloud cover evolution in only

southern WA, we first present a regional overview of cloud

cover variability over the whole of WA in general and then

focus on the variability of these clouds in different climatic

zones over the region. We intend to provide different scales

of variability for different cloud cover type occurrences in the

region which could be important for understanding different

components of the Earth's radiation budget such as the amount

of incoming surface solar radiation.

The article is organised as follows: section 2 provides

a description of the datasets and methodology. Section 3

presents and discusses the results of cloud cover variability

in the region while the occurrence frequencies of clouds are

presented and discussed in section 4. Conclusions are drawn

in section 5.

2 DATASETS AND METHODS

In this study, the time and space scales of variability of the

cloud cover in WA are investigated from the perspective of

evaluation of the solar energy resource. The present study,

however, does not provide an evaluation of available solar

energy resources. The cloud cover information comes from

both European Centre for Medium-range Weather Forecasts
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T A B L E 1 Summary of the different cloud cover variables of ERA5 and CERES data products used in this study

Product variable definitions (by pressure levels) Spatial resolution

Variable name CERES ERA5 CERES ERA5

Low-level cloud

cover (LCC)

Surface to 700 hPa Surface to 800 hPa 1◦ × 1◦ Extracted at 1◦ × 1◦ (native

horizontal resolution ∼0.3◦)

Mid-level cloud

cover (MCC)

Lower mid-level clouds (700 hPa

to 500 hPa)

800 hPa to 450 hPa

Higher mid-level clouds (500 hPa

to 300 hPa)

High-level cloud

cover (HCC)

300 hPa to 50 hPa 450 hPa to TOA

Total cloud cover

(TCC)

Integration of all clouds from

50 hPa to surface

Integration of all clouds

from TOA to surface

The definitions of cloud cover type are based on the pressure levels. TOA refers to “top of the atmosphere”.

(ECMWF) reanalysis ERA5 (Copernicus Climate Change

Service, 2017) and passive remotely sensed observations of

the Clouds and the Earth's Radiant Energy System (CERES:

Wielicki et al., 1996), both at an hourly time-scale for a

period of 10 years from 2006 to 2015. The analysis in this

study allows the comparison and thus the identification of

differences between the two cloud cover data products, both

of which have not yet been used to study cloud systems in

the WA region. As detailed in appendix S1, the two datasets

were first evaluated against synoptic in situ observations

of the Integrated Surface Database (ISD: Lott et al., 2001)

provided by the National Climatic Data Centre (NCDC).

The evaluations revealed that differences in the magnitude

of occurrence of sky cover classes between the synoptic in
situ observations and ERA5 and CERES are not so large

(Figure S1 in appendix S1).

2.1 Datasets
2.1.1 Reanalysis data
Hourly cloud cover fraction data from ERA5 were extracted

on a regular 1◦ × 1◦ grid over WA. ECMWF's Integrated Fore-

casting System (IFS) implements the Tiedtke cloud scheme

(Tiedtke, 1993) to forecast a three-dimensional (3D) cloud

fraction, cloud liquid water and cloud ice water for each grid

box. These cloud variables are produced in CY41R2 of the

ECMWF's IFS and documented in Part IV of the IFS Doc-

umentation (available at https://www.ecmwf.int/en/elibrary/

16648-part-iv-physical-processes).

ERA5 provides a 3D distribution of cloud cover param-

eters including cloud fraction, specific cloud liquid and

ice water, prognostically computed at model levels as well

as diagnostic cloud cover fractions on 2D single atmo-

spheric layers (namely low-level, mid-level, high-level and

total atmospheric column). The 2D cloud fraction variables

include the total cloud cover fraction (TCC) which integrates

all clouds from the surface level to the top of the atmosphere

with overlap assumptions (Jakob and Klein, 2000; Barker,

2008). Additionally, low-level (LCC), mid-level (MCC) and

high-level (HCC) cloud cover fractions are respectively

defined as the integration of all clouds from the surface to

800 hPa, 800 to 450 hPa and from 450 hPa to the top of

the atmosphere (TOA) (Forbes, 2017). In this study, the 2D

single-layer diagnostic cloud fractions are used for different

analyses. Detailed documentation of the ERA5 data is pro-

vided at https://confluence.ecmwf.int/display/CKB/ERA5+

data+documentation. Table 1 provides a summary of the

cloud variables used.

2.1.2 Satellite observations
Passive satellite sensor observations of cloud cover are

extracted over WA from the hourly CERES SYN1deg

Ed4A (Minnis et al., 2016) product (hereinafter CERES).

A combination of cloud properties measured by the

MODerate-resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS)

sensor on board the Terra and Aqua platforms and geosta-

tionary satellite (GEO) images (Minnis et al., 2011) are used

to derive the CERES product. This product is intended for

applications that require high temporally resolved (up to 1

h) information on cloud cover and for regional diurnal pro-

cess studies (Atmospheric Science Data Centre – ASDC,

2017).

The MODIS and GEO cloud information which is con-

tained in the CERES product is spatially and instantaneously

averaged into 1◦ × 1◦ gridded regions at one-hourly inter-

vals. Cloud cover information retrieved during the MODIS

observation periods may be different from the surround-

ing GEO cloud cover information due to their retrieval

differences.

The instantaneous gridded cloud cover fractions from

the product are stratified by four pressure layers indicating

https://www.ecmwf.int/en/elibrary/16648-part-iv-physical-processes
https://www.ecmwf.int/en/elibrary/16648-part-iv-physical-processes
https://confluence.ecmwf.int/display/CKB/ERA5+data+documentation
https://confluence.ecmwf.int/display/CKB/ERA5+data+documentation
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the pressure at the cloud top height and thus leading to

four cloud cover types; surface–700 hPa (low-level clouds),

700–500 hPa (lower mid-level clouds), 500–300 hPa (higher

mid-level clouds), and 300–50 hPa (high-level clouds). We

use these cloud cover variables in addition to the total cloud

layer which is simply the four-layer sum for a specific spatial

and temporal resolution (Table 1).

The CERES sensors, like all passive sensors, have dif-

ficulty in identifying multiple cloud layers and are usually

unable to detect low clouds that occur below a higher cloud.

Active sensors are less prone to these issues and may pro-

vide a solution. However, most of the presently available

actively sensed cloud products such as the very useful Cloud-

Sat and Cloud–Aerosol Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder Satellite

Observations mission (CALIPSO: Stephens et al., 2018) do

not provide a continuous high temporal resolution at a given

location and may introduce some uncertainties when used

for applications that require continuous high-resolution data.

The CERES product used in this study removes this issue

by providing instantaneous hourly information on clouds

for more than a decade. Comprehensive information on the

CERES product, including cloud retrieval algorithm, inputs

and potential issues, has been already documented in ASDC

(2017).

2.2 Methods
The datasets used in the study have the same temporal res-

olution. However, the native horizontal resolution of ERA5

is approximately 0.3◦ but has been extracted directly at a

1◦ resolution, equal to the resolution of CERES. CERES

provides two mid-level cloud layers (higher mid-level and

lower mid-level) whereas ERA5 provides just one. In order

to compare them, a representative single mid-level layer is

computed by summing the two mid-level layers of CERES.

It must be noted that definitions of the different cloud cover

layers provided by the two products are slightly different

(Table 1).

In this study, we look at both seasonal and diurnal cli-

matologies of the three cloud types. At the synoptic scale

(the whole WA region), the mean cloud cover fraction is

determined for each northern hemispheric season (i.e. win-

ter: DJF, spring: MAM, summer: JJA, and autumn: SON)

by computing the mean of the instantaneous hourly cloud

cover fraction values. In addition, the seasonal mean diur-

nal variability of each cloud cover type is determined for five

equal-sized bounded windows across the region as shown in

Figure 1 and detailed in Table 2. The windows in Niger, Burk-

ina Faso, and Senegal are located in the Sahelian climate

region (Gbobaniyi et al., 2014) of WA. The other two win-

dows are located in Benin and Côte d'Ivoire in the Sudanian

and Guinean regions (Klein et al., 2015) of WA respectively.

Both the Senegal and Côte d'Ivoire windows share proximity

F I G U R E 1 Map of WA showing the five 2◦ × 2◦ bounded

windows (grid boxes) selected for studying cloud variability at smaller

space scale. The name assigned to each window is based on the country

within which it lies. Niger, Burkina Faso and Senegal windows are

located in the Sahelian climate region while Benin and Côte d'Ivoire

are located in the Sudanian and Guinean climate regions respectively

to the ocean (Atlantic Ocean to the west for Senegal and the

Gulf of Guinea to the south for Côte d'Ivoire). Their proxim-

ity to the ocean diversifies cloud formation processes such as

the contribution of sea–land breeze circulation to cloudiness

(Parker and Diop-Kane, 2017), absent in the other Sahelian

region where cloud systems primarily arise from Mesoscale

Convective Systems (MCS) (Vizy and Cook, 2018) advected

from east to west. North of latitude 15.5◦N, the mean cloud

coverage is very low (Hill et al., 2016), thus no window has

been chosen in this part of WA.

Due to the dependence of surface solar radiation on clouds,

the occurrence frequency (Cai et al., 2017) of cloud cover

could be very useful to characterise, for example, fluctua-

tions in incoming solar radiation received on solar panels in

a given area. For the three cloud types being considered in

the study, we computed (and compared) the occurrence fre-

quency retrieved from the two datasets for only daytime hours

(i.e. 0600 to 1700 UTC). Thus, the occurrence frequency is

defined as the percentage of occurrences out of the total num-

ber of data records (i.e. 43,824 daytime hours for 10 years of

records).

3 CLOUD COVER VARIABILITY
IN WA

In this section, we present a comparison of regional-scale,

average daytime seasonal evolutions of cloud cover (i.e. total

cloud cover and the three cloud types) determined from the

satellite-derived CERES product and ERA5 reanalysis. We

also present a comparison of the average diurnal evolutions

of the cloud cover types for the two data products in some

selected windows.
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T A B L E 2 Geographical coordinates of the five equal-sized windows selected for analysing cloud cover

occurrences and variability across WA

Window name Longitude bounds (◦E) Latitude bounds (◦N) Climate zone

Côte d'Ivoire −5.5◦ to −3.5◦ 5.5◦ to 7.5◦ Guinean

Benin (and part of Togo) 0.5◦ to 2.5◦ 8.5◦ to 10.5◦ Sudanian

Burkina Faso −4.5◦ to −2.5◦ 11.5◦ to 13.5◦ Sahelian

Niger 2.5◦ to 4.5◦ 13.5◦ to 15.5◦ Sahelian

Senegal −16.5◦ to −14.5◦ 13.5◦ to 15.5◦ Sahelian

F I G U R E 2 Seasonal average evolutions of TCC, HCC, MCC and LCC in percentage of coverage over WA of CERES satellite-based cloud

products. The contours on the figure show the average fractional coverage of each cloud category. The average values of cloud fractions shown here

are computed from the hourly daytime (0600 UTC to 1700 UTC) values for a 10-year period (2006–2015). The white rectangles in JJA for HCC,

MCC and LCC show areas where high HCC and MCC obscure the satellite sensor from detecting lower-lying clouds

3.1 Seasonal evolution of cloud cover
Figures 2 and 3 show the seasonal distributions of TCC, HCC,

MCC and LCC for CERES and ERA5 respectively. The evo-

lution of TCC correlates well in the two products. In both

products, higher coverage of clouds (greater than 40%) is

found over the oceanic and coastal regions of WA during DJF

season while the inner land areas have lower fractions of cloud

coverage. ERA5, however, shows relatively higher coverage

of clouds extending from the northwestern coast to some parts

of the inner regions of Senegal, Mauritania and Mali. From

the southern coast, TCC increases and extends into the inner

regions beginning from MAM. Maximum coverage occurs

during JJA after which there is a decrease in cloud coverage

in SON during which there is a shift of higher fractional cov-

erage from the northern to the southern part of the region.

Generally, the mean values of cloud coverage in ERA5 are

slightly higher than in CERES.

The spatial and temporal occurrence of HCC and MCC are

similar over the region in both products with both cloud types

ubiquitous over the majority of the region throughout the year,

while coverage strengthens during the monsoon season. How-

ever, the mean values of MCC are generally higher in CERES

than in ERA5. Nevertheless, the mean values of HCC in

CERES are much lower than the mean values in ERA5. This is

perhaps explained by the difficulty of detecting optically thin

cirrus clouds by MODIS as revealed by previous studies (e.g.

Lee et al., 2009; Sun et al., 2011; Hill et al., 2016), leading to
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F I G U R E 3 Seasonal average evolutions of TCC, HCC, MCC and LCC in percentage of coverage over WA of ERA5 cloud products. The

contours on the figure show the average fractional coverage of each cloud category. The average values of cloud fractions shown here are computed

from the hourly daytime (0600 UTC to 1700 UTC) values for a 10-year period (2006–2015)

the lower mean fractions of HCC. The slightly lower values

of TCC shown by CERES than ERA5 could be attributed to

this same reason but needs to be investigated further. In addi-

tion, water vapour channels on Terra-MODIS experienced

some degradation around 2008, thus affecting cloud retrievals

(ASDC, 2017).

LCC coverage is also characterised by high seasonal vari-

ability, generally present in higher fractions only around the

coastal regions during the dry season (DJF), after which the

density of coverage extends northwards reaching a maximum

during the monsoon season (JJA). In both products, there is a

clear monsoon maximum of LCC coverage around the coastal

regions of Côte d'Ivoire, Ghana and parts of Nigeria in agree-

ment with van der Linden et al. (2015). The signal is, however,

relatively stronger in ERA5 than in CERES. Passive satel-

lite sensors are not able to detect low clouds when there are

overlying clouds at higher altitudes (Karlsson and Johansson,

2013); this may explain the relatively low values of LCC frac-

tion over the coastal areas (even during the monsoon season)

for the CERES product. For instance, the highlighted areas in

Figure 2 (white rectangles in JJA for HCC, MCC and LCC)

show regions with high mean HCC and MCC. In the same

regions for LCC, mean cloud fractions are relatively lower

than in the surrounding areas.

During DJF and MAM, CERES does not show a

well-marked spatial variability of LCC between the Guinean

(south) and Sahel/Sahara (north) regions. Surprisingly,

CERES shows LCC over the Sahel/Sahara areas (up to about

20%) during the entire year, considering that low clouds

(example shallow convective systems) rarely occur over these

areas except in the core of the monsoon season (Bouniol et al.,
2012). A spatial gradient of low-level convection between

the Sahelian and Guinean regions is thus expected due to the

proximity of the latter to the ocean, leading to an influx of

moisture from oceanic breezes and thus enhancing convec-

tion over these regions. This is however not the case in the

CERES LCC seasonal evolutions (especially in DJF, MAM

and SON). Considering that previous versions of CERES had

struggled to discriminate between clouds and dust (ASDC,

2017; Loeb et al., 2018), we suspect that dust particles over

the Sahara could have been misinterpreted as LCC by the

MODIS sensor, and CERES may have overestimated the pres-

ence of LCC over this region. Indeed, the local maxima of

LCC found between Niger and Chad during DJF and SON

seem to be an extension of the Bodélé depression (Middle-

ton and Goudie, 2001; Koren et al., 2006), an important dust

source in the Sahara Desert. Other LCC local maxima can

be seen during the year in other parts of the Saharan region,

seeming to follow some dust sources in the region (Crouvi

et al., 2012; Knippertz and Todd, 2012).

While the spatial and temporal gradient of LCC is weaker

in CERES, ERA5 shows stronger seasonal evolution and
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clearer spatial gradients of LCC between the southern and

northern parts of WA. The seasonal evolution of LCC could

be linked to the seasonal displacements of the intertropi-

cal convergence zone (ITCZ), as also discussed by Bouniol

et al. (2012). LCC is only present along the Guinea coast

during the Sahelian dry season, strengthening and extending

northwards during the monsoon season. During the monsoon

season, ERA5 shows no LCC occurrence in large parts of the

Sahara Desert (north of latitude 18◦N). This behaviour may be

linked to the failure of reanalysis products to efficiently rep-

resent (in this case underestimate) the northward shift of the

WA Monsoon (WAM) as indicated by both Hill et al. (2016)

and Thorncroft et al. (2011). Moreover, an underestimation

of potential evapotranspiration in ERA5 over deserts as men-

tioned in the product documentation means that the model

could be too dry to generate LCC in some cases. Nevertheless,

ERA5 seems to give a better representation of the seasonal

and spatial evolutions of LCC in the region.

3.2 Diurnal evolution of the cloud cover
types
The mean seasonal diurnal cycles of HCC, MCC and LCC

are presented in Figure 4 for Côte d'Ivoire (Figure 4a) and

Niger (Figure 4b). The grid boxes in Senegal and Burkina

Faso presents similar cycles as that of Niger whiles the cycle

in the Benin grid box is similar to Côte d'Ivoire. The cycles

for these three grid cells have thus, not been shown. The mean

diurnal cycle (bold lines in Figure 4) is computed from hourly,

day and night, data for the 10 years (2006–2015) and for both

CERES and ERA5 datasets. The 10-year variability of the

cloud fraction diurnal evolution within each season is charac-

terised by the 10th and 90th inter-percentile ranges (shaded

regions) in Figure 4.

Generally, the diurnal variations of cloud fraction present

an important spread around the mean values whatever the

season, the cloud types or the regions. In both regions

(Figure 4a,b), high-level clouds (HCC) present the largest

intraseasonal variability in its diurnal cycle when compared

to the ones associated with low and mid-level clouds across

all seasons and for both products. For HCC, ERA5 presents a

much more uniform spread during the day while CERES has

a much higher spread during the night hours than the daytime.

The HCC and MCC diurnal evolutions retrieved from the

ERA5 dataset do not present any significantly marked diur-

nal cycle for average cloud fractions (thick solid lines) in both

grid boxes. This absence of a well-marked diurnal cycle in

ERA5 is unexpected considering the presence of distinctly

marked diurnal cycles of HCC and MCC in previous studies

(e.g. Hill et al., 2016; Bourgeois et al., 2018). CERES, how-

ever, shows some diurnal variation of HCC (but not for MCC)

in both regions with higher cloud fractions in the night than

during the day, more consistent with some previous studies in

the region (e.g. Bouniol et al., 2012; Hill et al., 2016). The

diurnal cycle of HCC in CERES could be linked to the devel-

opment of convection during the daytime (Stein et al., 2011)

and their consequent detrainment into anvil and cirrus clouds

(Mace et al., 2005; Sassen et al., 2009) in the evening and

night-time. This is however missed by ERA5 and is likely due

to the convective parametrization (Bechtold et al., 2013) used

in the forecasts.

The LCC diurnal cycles present different patterns. In the

Côte d'Ivoire box, LCC retrieved from both datasets have a

very strong diurnal evolution for all seasons. ERA5 presents

an early morning peak (around 0600 UTC) for fractional cov-

erage while the CERES dataset provides an afternoon peak

(around midday). Considering the closer proximity of the

Côte d'Ivoire box to the ocean, the diurnal evolution of the

ERA5 product seems to be consistent with the diurnal cycle

of the tropical lower-level convection which generally reaches

a maximum in the early morning in the oceanic and coastal

areas (Yang and Slingo, 2001). The maximum fractions of

HCC occur during the night-time (until the early morning)

and obscure the CERES sensors from properly detecting

low-lying clouds in range. This may explain the gap between

the peaking periods of LCC in the two datasets. In addition,

it appears night-time stratus decks in the region as revealed

by van der Linden et al. (2015) are missed by the CERES

product (very low or no LCC values at night in CERES rel-

ative to ERA5). This observation could also be attributed to

the inability of CERES sensors to detect LCC at night when

HCC is maximum and obscures the passive sensors. Addi-

tionally, lack of temperature contrast between warm surfaces

and low clouds at night makes it difficult for passive sensors

(CERES in this case) to detect LCC during the night (Knip-

pertz et al., 2011; van der Linden et al., 2015; Andersen and

Cermak, 2018).

For the Niger box, important differences exist between

the two products. Firstly, CERES shows fractions of LCC

in all seasons with no clearly marked diurnal cycle whiles

ERA5 reveals the occurrence of LCC only during JJA, peak-

ing around midday. The presence of LCC in all seasons for

CERES can partly be linked to the presence of dust in the

Sahel/Sahara areas which may be misinterpreted as clouds

by the passive sensor as already discussed in section 3.1.

The afternoon peak of LCC in ERA5 during the monsoon is

consistent with the evolution of continental mesoscale con-

vective systems (MCS) (Vizy and Cook, 2018). These MCSs,

moving from east to west, are responsible for the majority

of the clouds occurring in the Sahelian region during the

monsoon season in WA. This also explains the difference in

timing of the peak occurrence of LCC (for ERA5) in the two

regions, i.e. 0600 UTC for Côte d'Ivoire, 1200 UTC for Niger.

To a lesser extent, the differences in definitions of the cloud

types for the two products could perhaps explain some of the

differences between the two products.
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(a)

(b)

F I G U R E 4 Seasonal average diurnal evolution of cloud fraction (in percentage of coverage) of high (HCC), mid- (MCC) and low (LCC) level

clouds provided by CERES satellite-based and ERA5 reanalysis for two among five selected boxes in (a) Côte d'Ivoire and (b) Niger. The shaded

regions bounding the mean cloud fraction curves (solid lines) represent the 10th and 90th inter-percentile range in the diurnal evolution of cloud

cover fractions

4 CLOUD OCCURRENCE
FREQUENCY IN WEST AFRICA

In this section, we present a 10-year climatology of cloud

occurrence frequency under different perspectives. The cloud

occurrence frequency is an important parameter to consider

during the feasibility assessment for large-scale solar energy

development. It could, for example, be used to characterise

the fluctuations of surface solar radiation received on solar

panels due to cloud cover. Here we look at the occurrence

frequencies of clouds in WA from a general perspective and

then for each cloud type. The occurrence frequency is princi-

pally expressed as a percentage of events of specific interest

(n) relative to the total number of data observations (N), where

N is equal to 43,824 h, i.e. the total number of the defined day-

time hours (between 0600 and 1700 UTC) from 2006 to 2015.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

F I G U R E 5 CERES and ERA5 climatologies of occurrence frequency (representing the % of occurrence out of total observations in each

season) for (a) at least one cloud type presence, (b) all three cloud types simultaneously and (c) no cloud presence, over WA

4.1 General occurrence frequency
of clouds
Figure 5 shows the frequencies of at least one cloud type

occurrence, the simultaneous occurrence of all three cloud

types and no cloud occurrence in the whole WA region for

each season. These occurrence frequencies have been com-

puted for both cloud products without taking into account the

magnitude of cloud fraction.

The frequency of having at least one cloud type occur-

ring (Figure 5a) generally decreases from south to north

in both products and for all seasons. Additionally, JJA has

a higher frequency of at least one cloud type occurrence

in a lot of areas in the region relative to other seasons.

In JJA, both products reveal a 100% frequency of at least

one cloud type occurrence (i.e. a cloud is always present)

in all areas south of latitude 15◦N. Northwards of this lat-

itude, frequencies are below 100% and decrease down to

about 60% for ERA5 and 80% for CERES. In other sea-

sons, the frequencies are rather lower in a lot of areas in

the region. For example, during DJF in both products, only

areas south of about 7◦N (southern coastal region) experi-

ence 100% frequency for at least a cloud to be always present

while all areas northwards of this latitude have lower fre-

quencies (down to 80% for CERES and 60% for ERA5). The

relatively higher values of CERES than ERA5 north of lat-

itude 15◦N in all seasons could be explained by dust being

misinterpreted by the CERES sensor as already discussed

in section 3.1. In the ERA5 product, there is a northward

progression of the latitude, south of which all areas experi-

ence a 100% frequency of at least one cloud type occurrence
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from DJF, peaking in JJA and shifting southwards again in

SON. This seasonal evolution could be linked to the evolu-

tion of the WAM. Since the magnitude of cloud fraction is

not taken into account, the computed frequencies encompass

cloudiness of all ranges including very small cloud frac-

tions which might not be easily visible to humans or certain

instruments.

Figure 5b also shows the frequency of all three cloud types

occurring at the same time over the region (regardless of the

cloud fraction) for each season. Both products agree on the

spatial distribution of frequency of the simultaneous occur-

rence of all three cloud types but there are pronounced dif-

ferences in terms of the magnitude of the frequencies. While

there is a distinct northward progression of the frequency

maxima from DJF to JJA and a slight southward shift in SON

in the ERA5 product, the CERES product does not reveal a

well-marked seasonal evolution of these frequency maxima

shifts. Moreover, in all seasons, CERES shows that all three

cloud types occur at the same time between 20 and 30% of the

time in the Sahel/Sahara areas and up to about 50% of the time

in southern WA (south of 10◦N). ERA5, however, reveals a

0% occurrence frequency in areas north of 10◦N in DJF and

north of 15◦N in MAM (all areas below these latitudes have

frequencies ranging from 10 to 90%). In JJA and SON, only

the northern parts of Mauritania, Niger and Mali have a 0%

frequency of all three clouds occurring at the same time.

Figure 5c presents the frequency of no cloud occurrence

in the WA region. While only a few coastal areas in south-

ern WA have 0% frequency of no cloud occurrence in DJF for

both products, a large portion of WA (all areas south of lati-

tude 15◦N) in JJA has a 0% no clouds occurrence frequency.

This is due to the influx of moisture from the Gulf of Guinea

during the active monsoon season, enhancing cloud formation

over those areas. CERES shows relative lower frequencies of

no cloud occurrence in northern WA across all seasons than

ERA5. This could be attributed to dust particles that are mis-

interpreted as low clouds by the sensor even in the absence of

real clouds and thereby reducing the frequency of events of

no cloud occurrence.

The probability density plots of cloud fraction in Côte

d'Ivoire (Figure 6a) reveals that the CERES product has a

much higher number of events of zero fractions (no cloud

cover) for all three cloud types than ERA5. This subsequently

reduces significantly the number of possible events for simul-

taneous occurrence of all three cloud types, leading to a much

lower frequency of all three cloud types occurring simulta-

neously near the Guinean coast by the CERES product. On

the other hand, in the Sahel (Figure 6b, Niger box), ERA5

presents more zero cloud fraction events than CERES for

MCC and LCC (extremely high for low clouds). This explains

the slightly higher frequencies of simultaneous occurrence of

all three clouds, north of the Sahelian region by the CERES

product.

4.2 Low-level cloud cover occurrence as a
function of fractional coverage
LCC are known to have an important influence on the

short-wave component of the radiation budget (Bouniol et al.,
2012; Pyrina et al., 2013) depending on their thickness, frac-

tion and water content (Liou, 2002). Thick low-level stratus

and cumulus clouds block a large proportion of incoming

solar radiation from reaching the Earth's surface. In this

section, we present the frequency of low-level clouds occur-

rences in WA as a function of their fractional coverage. We

classified LCC occurrence events into three classes depend-

ing on the cloud fraction (CF, %) value. The three-class

definitions are: low coverage (0 < CF < 40), moderate cov-

erage (40 ≤ CF < 80) and high coverage/overcast (CF ≥ 80).

Figure 7 presents the occurrence frequency for the three frac-

tional coverage classifications of LCC (even when other cloud

types are present) identified for all seasons in WA for the two

products.

Over the entire region, the frequency of low coverage LCC

is generally greater than moderate coverage LCC, which in

turn is also greater than high coverage/overcast LCC. For

low coverage of LCC (Figure 7a), CERES reveals a relatively

less pronounced seasonal evolution of occurrence frequen-

cies with values of at least 40% over the whole region. In all

seasons, areas south of latitude 17◦N have higher frequencies

of low-coverage LCC than areas northwards of this latitude.

ERA5, however, reveals a more pronounced seasonal evo-

lution of low-coverage LCC with peak values progressing

northwards from DJF to JJA (begins to shift southwards in

SON). In DJF, almost the entire Sahel/Sahara regions have

0% frequency of low-coverage LCC (as well as moderate and

high coverage LCC). But in JJA and SON, only parts of north-

ern Mauritania, Mali and Niger experience 0% occurrence

of LCC.

Both products also reveal a reduction of low-coverage

LCC occurrence frequencies during JJA in southern WA

(notably at areas closer to the coast). During the active mon-

soon season, the influx of moisture from the Atlantic Ocean

enhances convection and thus LCC formation. The fractional

coverage of LCC, therefore, increases, hence reducing the

occurrence of low-coverage LCC during this period. This

is however not the case when moderate and high/overcast

coverage LCC are considered (see JJA for Figure 7b,c) as

the enhancement of convection development increases the

fractions of LCC in the lower altitudes.

Moderate coverage of LCC (Figure 7b) is mostly confined

to the coastal southern WA up to about 10% in CERES and

20% in ERA5 during DJF and MAM. In JJA and SON, mod-

erate coverage LCC occurrence increases at the coastal areas

of southern WA (up to about 60% in ERA5 and up to about

40% in CERES) and progresses to just south of the Sahelian

region (south of latitude 15◦N in ERA5 but also some other
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F I G U R E 6 Probability density distributions of high-level (HCC), mid-level (MCC) and low-level (LCC) cloud fractions retrieved from the

CERES and ERA5 datasets and for (a) the Côte d'Ivoire box and (b) the Nigerien box. This distribution is only generated from daytime hours

between 0600 UTC and 1700 UTC

areas in the Sahara region in CERES). In the same way, it is

more common to observe high fractional coverage or an over-

cast condition (Figure 7c) of low-level clouds near the coastal

regions of southern WA rather than in northern WA where

such occurrences are very rare or non-existent in JJA and

SON. In addition, the ERA5 product shows slightly higher

frequencies than the CERES product over the coastal areas

of southern WA when moderate and high coverage LCC are

considered.

4.3 Solitary occurrence of cloud types
To determine the radiative effect of a particular cloud type

(not done in the present work), it is necessary to consider

only events of lone occurrence of that cloud type, i.e. without

the presence of other cloud types. For the two data prod-

ucts, we therefore computed the occurrence frequency of

each cloud type when no other cloud types were present

in all seasons. In these computations, we did not take into

account the cloud fraction. The results are illustrated in

Figure 8 and present important discrepancies between the

two products especially for both LCC-only and HCC-only

occurrences.

For LCC only (Figure 8a), CERES reveals occurrences

with frequencies up to about 50% over the land areas of the

region (except around some parts of southwestern Nigeria

in JJA with 0%). ERA5, on the other hand, reveals that the

occurrence of LCC only in the absence of other clouds is

very rare over the land areas in WA except in some parts of

southern WA closer to the coast in DJF. The higher values

shown by CERES can be linked to the misrepresentation of

dust as LCC as already discussed in section 3.1. Addition-

ally, MODIS classifies very thin HCC over thicker LCC as

low clouds (Hill et al., 2016) due to its inability to detect the

former and may have increased LCC-only frequency.

For the MCC-only occurrence (Figure 8b), the two prod-

ucts are in a relatively better agreement with just slight dif-

ferences unlike for LCC only and HCC only. Both show a

regional maximum occurrence in the northern part of WA

(north of 15◦N except in DJF in ERA5).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

F I G U R E 7 CERES and ERA5 climatologies of occurrence frequency of low-level cloud occurrence (% of occurrence out of total time in

each season) as a function of fractional coverage: (a) low coverage, fractions less than 40% (excluding 0%), (b) moderate coverage, fractions between

40 and 80%, and (c) high coverage or overcast, fractions higher than 80%

For HCC-only occurrence (Figure 8c), there are impor-

tant differences between the two products. Generally, the

CERES product has much lower frequencies than ERA5 and

in addition, the number of areas with HCC-only occurrence

increases from DJF to SON in CERES while it decreases from

DJF to JJA, increasing again in SON. For example, in DJF

CERES reveals a 0% frequency of HCC-only occurrence over

almost the whole region while ERA5 shows frequencies up

to about 60% (just a small area on the southern coast has 0%

frequency). The 0% frequency shown over the entire WA by

CERES could be partly due to the presence of LCC (dust

misinterpreted as LCC) over the region but also the inability

of the CERES sensor to detect very thin HCC in the atmo-

sphere thereby missing many events of HCC-only occurrence.

In MAM, a similar occurrence is observed for both products

but with reduced frequencies for ERA5 (with the area of 0%

also shifting northwards) and also very low frequency values

occurring at few areas over the Saharan region and Gulf of

Guinea in the CERES product.

For ERA5 in JJA, all areas south of latitude 13◦N have 0%

frequency for HCC-only occurrence and all areas north of this

latitude have relatively lower frequencies than in other sea-

sons. This could be linked to the relationship between HCC

formation and daytime convection. The vertical development

of LCC and consequent detrainment at higher altitudes leads

to the formation of HCC. The presence of HCC only is likely

to be less considering that at the time of HCC formation,

lots of LCC could still exist in the lower altitudes of the
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(a)

(b)

(c)

F I G U R E 8 CERES and ERA5 climatology frequencies of cloud occurrence (% of occurrence out of total time in each season), for each cloud

type: (a) LCC, (b) MCC, (c) HCC, when the other clouds are not present

atmosphere (especially since we have considered only day-

time hours for this computation). Low frequencies can be seen

in a few places over the region in the CERES product.

The large discrepancies observed between the two prod-

ucts for LCC-only and HCC-only occurrences needs to be

investigated further for better understanding. The interpreta-

tion of Figure 8, however, needs to be made with caution.

For example, it might not be surprising that CERES has a

higher occurrence frequency of LCC only since they can

only be detected by the satellite instruments if there are no

optically thick higher-level clouds. Additionally, the possi-

ble misinterpretation of dust as LCC could increase their

occurrences.

5 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this study, we examined the variabilities and the occur-

rences of cloud cover in WA, which could be essential for any

feasibility study of solar energy potential in this data-scarce

region. We developed and compared a 10-year climatology

of different cloud types in WA from two cloud products:

the satellite-derived CERES SYN1deg and ERA5. Four main

outputs of the two products including TCC, HCC, MCC and

LCC were used to document the regional-scale daytime sea-

sonal evolutions and occurrence frequencies of cloud cover

in WA. In addition, we presented the diurnal cycle of cloud

cover fraction at grid-scale level for two selected equal-sized
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bounded windows across the Sahelian and Guinean climate

zones of the WA region.

To an extent, both products agree on the spatial distribu-

tion of cloud cover over the region but with some differences

in the magnitude of the fractional coverage. As expected,

the southern part of WA is much cloudier in all seasons and

receives less incoming solar radiation than the other parts of

the region. TCC in the region intensifies during the monsoon

season (JJA) and is very intense in southern WA where mean

cloud fractions are up to 70% for the CERES product and up

to 80% for ERA5. In the Sahelian and northern parts of the

region, TCC fractions are much lower (less than 50%) dur-

ing the core of the monsoon. The CERES product reveals

much lower magnitudes of cloud fraction than ERA5 for the

three cloud types even though the spatial distributions seem

to be fairly correlated. This behaviour is linked to the inabil-

ity of the CERES sensors to detect optically thin HCC and

MCC which occur in the region as well as the inability of

passive sensors to detect low-lying clouds in multi-layered

cloud cover events. In the ERA5 product, the seasonal evo-

lution of LCC could be interpreted as being related to the

seasonal movements of the ITCZ. This is, however, not read-

ily noticeable in the CERES product, showing LCC over the

entire region with a very little spatial gradient (except in JJA

and SON). This behaviour is attributed to the difficulty of

discriminating between dust and clouds by CERES, hence

misinterpreting dust as LCC over the Sahelian and Saharan

areas.

The seasonal evolutions of the diurnal cycle for cloud frac-

tion of the three cloud types have been investigated for five

selected boxes: Côte d'Ivoire, Benin, Burkina Faso, Niger

and Senegal. For the sake of brevity, only the Ivorian and

Nigerien (relating to Niger) contrasted regions are discussed

in this article. In the Ivorian and Nigerien regions, no clear

diurnal variation is detected in the HCC and MCC evolu-

tions provided by the ERA5 datasets. CERES, however, has

a relatively marked diurnal variation for HCC (but not for

MCC) with lower (higher) fractional coverage during the day

(night), more consistent with previous studies (e.g. Bouniol

et al., 2012; Hill et al., 2016). LCC have a much significantly

marked diurnal variation for both products in the Ivorian

region. In the Nigerien area, CERES does not reveal any clear

cycle while the ERA5 product presents a clear diurnal cycle

mainly in the monsoon season. With the ERA5 dataset, the

evolution of the LCC fractions presents a peak in the morning

(around 0600 UTC) in the Ivorian region and around midday

in the Nigerien area. This pattern is not replicated when the

CERES dataset is used since we observe a shift to midday for

the peak in Côte d'Ivoire and no clear cycle in Niger. The pat-

tern of the diurnal variation provided by ERA5 is consistent

with Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model simu-

lations of Vizy and Cook (2018) and multi-satellite analysis

of Yang and Slingo (2001) where an early morning peak for

tropical lower-level convection at coastal/oceanic areas and a

midday to evening peak of Mesoscale Convective Systems are

explicitly pointed out.

We also investigated the daytime occurrence frequency of

clouds in the region based on several criteria for each sea-

son. Generally, the middle and northern parts of the region

(north of latitude 10◦N) are associated with high frequen-

cies of no cloud occurrence events (frequencies for no cloud

occurrence are much higher in ERA5 – up to about 50% than

in CERES – up to about 20% of the time). South of a given

latitude (e.g. 15◦N for both products in JJA) there is at least

one cloud type occurring at all times (we do not consider

the magnitude of cloud fraction in this assessment). Addi-

tionally, all three cloud types can occur at the same time at a

given location. The frequency of simultaneous occurrence of

all three cloud types is much higher south of latitude 15◦N but

is considerably higher in ERA5 (up to 90% in some coastal

areas) than in CERES (up to 40%) with reasons for such huge

discrepancies already mentioned in the preceding paragraphs.

Considering the radiative effect of low clouds (i.e. thick

stratocumulus and cumulus clouds) to incoming short-wave

radiation and the dependence of the radiative effect on

cloud cover extent, we expanded our investigations to occur-

rence frequency of LCC, taking the fractional coverage into

account. The coastal areas of southern WA experience the

highest occurrence frequencies of overcast conditions (cover-

age more than 80%) of LCC, i.e. up to 10% in CERES and

20% in ERA5. Along with the high frequencies of simultane-

ous occurrence of all three clouds, potential solar photovoltaic

(PV) plants in this region are likely to produce a very low per-

centage of their nominal capacities for a significant number

of times during the year (especially in the monsoon season

due to the high reflectivity of the sky caused by clouds).

Potential large-scale PV plants, therefore, require meticulous

planning on plant sizing and/or distribution and number addi-

tional backup sources to cope with the potentially extreme

fluctuations in power production.

The present study, therefore, provides comprehensive doc-

umentation of cloud occurrences and variability which could

be extremely useful for planning large-scale solar energy

projects in such a data-scarce region. Comparisons between

the two datasets used have also been used to identify discrep-

ancies, agreements and possible drawbacks in each product.

Individually, each of the two products has its strengths and

uncertainties and can be used to complement each other for

planning purposes. For instance, the diurnal cycle of HCC

appears to be represented well by CERES product while the

seasonal and diurnal cycles of LCC seems to be captured well

in ERA5. The two datasets also agree on the seasonal vari-

ability of TCC and at least the spatial distribution of some

occurrence frequencies.

Nevertheless, the study reveals some important differ-

ences between the two datasets used, starting with the cloud
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definition itself. The need for a high-quality and continuous

database of cloud observations at high temporal resolution is

thus imperative. Additionally, the study highlights the need to

improve cloud retrieval algorithms in future CERES updates

or planned satellite missions and to improve the microphysics

schemes and parametrizations used in reanalysis products like

ERA5. With a quality database of cloud observations in the

region, this study lays out a blueprint for future assessment of

solar energy development feasibility.

Future studies will be centred on identifying conditions for

the occurrence of some cloud types (with datasets such as the

state-of-the-art regional climate models for the region) and

their associated short-wave radiative effect.
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